
Class DesCriptions

adam Wells + Greg Balkin For Those Stuck in a Rut
“I’m not changing, I’m becoming more myself.” We all start off headed in a particular 
direction and run that way until it no longer makes sense. This class is about the art of the 
pivot. This is about embracing change and allowing your work to adapt and evolve as you 
do. Come hear the story of how two friends split from weddings and a nine-to-five and hit 
the road in search of creating a commercial media business from the ground up. Spoiler 
Alert: their no holds barred approach got them recognized and hired by Chaco, prAna, 
and Sierra Designs within months.

aga Maru Light into darkness: how to get started on a personal project.
“To be an artist you have to nurture the things that most people discard.” - Richard 
Avedon. This is a class designed to help you access necessary emotions and transform 
them into a visual form. Aga has been living a double life of a wedding photographer 
and an author of some weird art. She loves her day job, but her imagination and love for 
humanity is constantly pulling her to dip into various personal projects that translate into 
various industries. Class suitable for seasoned artists, burnouts or anyone who wants to 
see their art in a new light.

alessio albi Color correction in Portrait Photography
Enhance the mood and atmosphere in your work. The slightest shift in color can 
drastically change your work. Discuss basic and advanced techniques to manage colors in 
post-production for portrait photography. This class will deal largely with Photoshop and 
the Adobe Creative Suite. 

andrew Hardy Video 101 
How to get started in video! Learn everything from camera settings, to necessary 
equipment to get started, to how to get a steady hand held shot. This class designed for 
beginners who want to take the leap into making motion pictures. Fun!

andrew Hardy Motion Sickness: Tips for Film Makers
Join a conversation about creating motion films. This class is built for the DSLR video 
shooter that knows their shit...  or most of it. Go over hand held shooting techniques and 
how to shoot with a super light kit. Learn techniques for storyboarding on the go... or the 
plan of having no plan!

antonio DiBenedetto Expose the Night - Sponsored by Leica
Explore camp after dark and learn how you can find light in the darkness with the Leica 
SL. Led by Leica Product Specialist Antonio DiBenedetto. Valid ID, credit card and SD card 
required to loan a Leica SL and system lens.

Ben Heath Explore natural light portraits - Sponsored by Leica and Huawei
Master the light with photographer Ben Heath. He joins Leica and Huawei to share his 
expertise in natural light portraits – all on the Huawei Mate 9 smartphone. Reach the next 
level of smartphone photography with Ben’s tips and tricks while you test and shoot with 
him.  ***Valid ID, SD card and credit card required to loan cameras/phones. 



Biet simkin Mass Meditation Experience 
In this evening event, Biet will give a talk on understanding the self while guiding you 
through an emotional meditation experience. The goal will be to show you how you can 
‘get high on your own supply’. Biet Simkin has been referred to as the “Louis CK of the 
meditation world” so come prepared to have a new and different experience with the 
spiritual side of things.

Blake eastman 
Advanced Strategies for Relaxing, Exciting, & Getting What You Want From Client
Have you ever worked with someone who is flat, stressed, smiling weird, won’t say 
enough, etc.?  In this class we will learn how identifying and utilizing specific nonverbal 
behaviors can completely transform how you work with talent. This isn’t your simple 
“Just relax and be authentic” advice. You will learn specific techniques that you will use 
throughout your career — and hopefully pass along the message!

Brandon Wehman How To Run Your Business Better 
We use photos to tell a story. But to do that successfully, we need to have the behind-
the-scenes business dialed in. Learn how to better structure your creative business, how 
to keep track of income and expenses, and how to get all setup for tax time. What the 
difference is between a photo “hobby” and a photo “business”? A handful of creative 
tax deductions! Get a high-level overview on sales tax. The goal is for you to walk away 
with a handful of things to put into action the minute you head back home. Every time 
you book a shoot or buy equipment, you’re adding to our financial story. These stories all 
have a potential benefit or consequence that you’ll be able to unpack. Numbers, just like 
photos, tell a story.

Brian Morrow + Michael antonia He’s the DJ, I’m the Rapper 
aka He’s the Rapper, I’m the DJ: By Brian Morrow and Michael Antonia or Michael Antonia 
and Brian Morrow respectively. Whatever the name is, these two dorks advise and inspire 
creatives with knowledge passed down from masters such as Biggie Smalls, Ice-T, Public 
Enemy, and Beyonce. This is a dynamic, loud, dancing, singing, hype-ass dance party full 
of practical lessons learned from their combined years of hustling presented with two 
turn tables and a microphone. Well-two microphones… Seriously though - it’ll be hilarious 
as well as informative. 

Brinson + Banks Work that pays the soul, not the wallet 
We’ve been blessed to pay the bills by making photos for more than 10 years now (whoa!) 
and of course we love what we do, but paying the bills doesn’t always pay the soul. We’re 
going to share the work (maybe there should be a new word for it) we do that teaches us 
about the world, that we lay in bed thinking about at night, that keeps us passionate and 
excited about photography. Then we’re gonna hold you accountable to do the same.

Chris Burkard 
Sponsored by Sony



Chuck Dong Polaroids
Sponsored by The Impossible Project
Struggled with instant film lately? Don’t worry, we know a guy. Go with Chuck on a LIVE 
all instant film photo shoot with a model. He’ll show you the best places and light to shoot 
with instant film and how to properly develop it. 

Colin McCarthy Art for Advocacy 
A good environmental campaign starts with a great bumper sticker (or social media 
package). Let’s talk through the value that visual creatives can so easily add to 
environmental and social justice causes and campaigns. We will go over how to raise 
funding (writing for grants vs. corporate sponsors), new target audiences and intentional 
demographics, creating inclusive content, and ideas for engagement (making sure your 
project has legs!).

Deb schwedhelm Embrace Your Unique Journey  
We are all on a journey, in life and in our artistic careers. Each path is as unique as the 
individual – a path with twists, turns, hills and valleys, but ultimately it is our path to be 
celebrated. Deb will share a bit about her own creative journey from Active Duty Nurse to 
commissioned portrait photographer to award-winning fine art photographer.  This class 
will look into the beauty and power of the everyday and the unique path that each of us is 
on.  Creative confidence, letting go of what we cannot control, enjoying the process and 
the importance of gratitude and community are a few of the topics that will be discussed.
 
elizabeth antonia Become an Early Riser 
Humans are rhythmic creatures. Bound to our heartbeat, the tides, and the strong cyclical 
pull of our natural world yet still distracted beyond measure by the gravity of modern 
society. Join former fashion creative director Elizabeth Antonia for a workshop designed 
to help you identify and create family rhythms, rituals, and traditions for each day that 
you are here.

elliott ross Field Light - Sponsored by Sony, B&H and Profoto 
The great American roadtrip has become an iconic right of passage in a way for many 
photographers. From legends like Ansel Adams and Robert Frank to contemporaries Ryan 
McGinley and Alec Soth, some of their most iconic work was made on the road and in the 
field. Through Instagram it is easy to see that this tradition is exploding. In this class, our 
goal is to add another tool to separate your photography from the rest by introducing 
lighting. For many, the learning curve to using strobes dissuades the young photographer. 
This three hour course will demystify strobe lighting and provide you with a strong 
foundation in lighting on the road and in the field.

erin loechner Chasing Slow: A Deeper Look at The Life You’re Leading 
We all have a wide space that exists between the person we are and the person we want 
to become.  Author Erin Loechner’s heartfelt session will show you how to accept your 
current life — rather than your someday life — through a series of slow, thoughtful guided 
journaling prompts. If you’re a lover of writing, self-exploration and mindfulness, join Erin 
and press pause on the week to renew your perspective and refresh your life.



Fern olivia langham Art of Conscious Communication
Activate your creativity. Experience meditation, and tantric technologies to strengthen 
your voice and power to communicate from deep within your naval point. Learn proven 
rituals to accelerate your healing, feel confident in your voice, discover your creative 
power, and find joy in your relationships, career, and all aspects of life. Take home the 
tools to create your own daily practice and see accelerated results in your creative work.

Geoff Bardot Workflow A to Z
What can you outsource? What is slowing you down? How do you stay organized with so 
much work? Where do your files go? What do you need to keep your business organized 
as you grow? Find out what it takes for one person to book, photograph, and deliver 
a wedding - in one million easy to follow steps! You will see how client management 
software is key to staying organized. You will learn the necessary tools to have in place 
for managing every photo you have ever taken, and how to back it all up. What the best 
options are to deliver files to clients. How to stay in the mind of past clients. There are so 
many things we forget that help keep successful businesses organized. Come on by and 
write them all down!”

Hailley Howard
Creative Therapy: An Intimate Look Into Our Creative Selves & One Another  
Take an Intimate look into your creative self and those around you. You can connect with 
anything. Explore the concept of intimacy, honesty and connection with yourself, others, 
and your subjects. “It is more important to click with people than to click the shutter” 
-Alfred Eisenstaedt. Please note: This is a 2-part series class. 

Hilary Mason (from pB+J agency) Customizing your Squarespace Site 
A killer website is a necessity for any creative professional or brand, but the interwebs 
can be a pretty scary place, especially if you are not a web designer or developer. Close 
your eyes, relax, and let Kyle and Tom whisk you away through time and [square] space 
and show you how you can build and customize your very own website on Squarespace. 
This step-by-step journey will show you the fundamentals of a great website, how to use 
awesome tools like Squarespace, and how agencies like pb+j leverage these tools to build 
stand-apart websites. 

Jon lorentz Shooting with the Sun  - Sponsored by Canon
Come on down and shoot with the sun! Join a midday portrait photography workshop 
with Jon Lorentz of Canon Cameras! This class will feature Canon EOS and Canon 
L-Series Lenses. Better sign up fast!

Jon lorentz Overpowering the Sun with High-Speed Sync
Sponsored by Canon
A live shoot with flash with Jon Lorentz and Canon.

Jon lorentz Lifestyle Stills in the Hills
Sponsored by Canon
A live shoot with Jon Lorentz and Canon



Jon lorentz 4K Frame Grabs
Sponsored by Canon
Try  out  4K  frame  grabs  and  test  the  still  image  performance  while  shooting  
with  a  professional  model—all  while  networking  with  other  photographers  and  
filmmakers  alike.

Jordan Daly Energetic Flow 
Give yourself the space to step out of the drama of your own story. Use music and breath 
techniques to harness your center. Learn from someone who knows how to take a step 
back and change.

Kat Borchart Live Fashion Shoot - Sponsored by B&H 
Two part class session that will start in the classroom and then jump into a real shoot!

Kelly tunney How To Not Die (in an industry as crazy as photography)
Creatives always want to try new ideas and extend our creativity just about every single 
day. But how do we find creative confidence and how do we hang on to it for the long 
haul? 
Good question. I want to share everything from how I started with the basics to pushing 
myself through crazy processes and getting recognized for it. But finding what will 
work for you is important - maybe it’s not through awards, but it’s other forms of 
experimentation or reinventing yourself and your brand. Maye you want to expand your 
business and experiment with new business models. My story is broad, and interesting 
but mostly hilarious and forever evolving. I’m mostly a practical thinker so I hope in the 
brief time we have together, I will fill your head with fresh ideas and motivation! 

lisa Bardot Brush Lettering & Watercolor 101
Join in on a fun, hands-on class exploring your creativity with brushes and paint. This 
class is designed for people who want to incorporate a little art and creativity into their 
everyday lives without having to invest much money or get too technical. We’ll start with 
a foundation the basics of watercolor painting, materials, techniques, mixing colors, and 
more. Once we cover the basics, you’ll participate in a paint-a-long with the class and 
go home with your own original watercolor painting. Learn skills you’ll be able to use in 
your professional work or to boost your own creativity. Materials will be supplied. No 
experience necessary, but come inspired and ready to create!

Marco antonio Play + Movement
Explore playful movement basics to build your body awareness with the exploration 
of calisthenic strength. Develop a new sense of your body parts using the language of 
imagination as it speaks to muscles, movement, and sensation. Experiment with different 
forms of balance, ground awareness, rhythmic patterns, and spatial relationships. 
Through these explorations you will enjoy the presence of play in your natural 
movements. Play at your own Risk!



Marco antonio Play + Partner Stretching 
This playful partner stretching focuses on super fun, practical, and effective stretches 
used from various movement + healing arts. You can look forward to a workshop of good 
vibe activities for releasing tension and improving your strength and alignment. There’s 
nothing like the awareness that comes when you work in partnership with another body 
and learn to connect with the dynamics of sharing with another. Come alone or with a 
partner – either way you’ll make new friends :)

Millana snow Energy Healing and Alignment for Daily Breakthroughs 
Come let Millana will guide you through a fun and eye-opening interactive workshop. 
Reveal the magic in power that lies within ourselves and in every moment by connecting 
you to your awareness, subtle thoughts and feelings. You will experience using reiki 
energy one another and receive one on one reiki by Millana.

Molly Flanagan Don’t be a Photographer 
Loving photography isn’t enough to sustain you. Use your passions to re-invent your work 
and take yourself in new directions. 

natalie Kuhn “The Class” 
Join in a cathartic fitness experience. Through repetitive, challenging calisthenics and 
plyometrics, you will engage your mind. You will be guided by therapeutic instruction and 
heart pounding music. You are invited to release emotional heaviness and unproductive 
thought patterns all while building a strong, lean mind and body. 

nate Kaiser Photo 101
Stop hiding behind your automatic settings. Stop relying on that tiny preview screen. 
Your camera isn’t an over-complicated piece of technology. It’s an extension of your 
creative vision. We’re taking a year’s worth of photo school and compressing it into one 
class. 

nick radford Navigating Aerial Photography 
Aerial Photography 101 - How to be safe, be legal, and not crash your flying camera into 
trees, buildings, people and other nouns. Basic hands-on maneuverability and camera 
operation. Drop your drone stigma at the door. 

paco de leon Stop Freaking Out! Finance 101 for Creatives
“What’s up with your finances? Is it possible to get clarity and understand your financial 
life? Absolutely. 
Whether you are brand new to freelancing, working for a large company or something in 
between, financial clarity is key to helping you stop freaking out about your finances and 
focus on the things that matter. Let’s breakdown the 10 rules of finance that everyone 
should know.
You’ll learn about the 10 finances tips that everyone should know. These rules will help 
guide you to assessing and understanding where you’re at in your financial life. You’ll 
walk away with tools, tips and tweaks to help you streamline and stay engaged with your 
finances.” 



pete Halvorsen How to let the trip take you 
Turn those digital relationships analog. Join this course on creating and fulfilling networks 
around the world through social media -  A travel photographers guide to making digital 
and analog connections while abroad. 

pete Halvorsen Take a hike
Sponsored by Leica and Huawei
L.A.-based photographer and social media guru Pete Halvorsen joins Leica and Huawei at 
Photo Field Trip. With over 15 years of commercial and travel photography experience, 
Ben will help you explore the connection between film and smartphones. Learn how 
to balance the magic of film and the immediacy of digital photography – and up your 
smartphone photography game while you’re at it!
***Valid ID, SD card and credit card required to loan cameras/phones. Loans available on 
a first-come, first-served basis.”

philip Cuenco Meet Your Mate
Haven’t found “The ONE” - camera or smartphone - that really excites your photographic 
eye? Meet our witty Leica Q, street-savvy Leica M, rugged Leica SL, charming Leica 
D-Lux and the smart Mate 9 for a golden hour photo walk sure to ignite your passion for 
photography. Led by Leica Akademie Instructor Phil Cuenco. Valid ID, SD card and credit 
card required to loan cameras/phones. Loans available on a first-come, first-served basis. 
Reviewed as one of the best Android Phones of 2016, the Huawei Mate 9’s celebrated 
dual-lens rear camera, co-engineered by Leica, will expand how you see and experience 
smartphone photography. Novice photographers also welcome.

philip Cuenco Finding Light and Packing Light - Sponsored by Leica 
Packing light and focusing on finding and creating light. Leica Akademie Instructor 
Philip Cuenco will reveal his own personal techniques to avoid the photography burnout 
sometimes caused through the process of lugging around a backpack, 2 hard cases, or 
sometimes a cart on a photo shoot.

philip Cuenco Finding Your Way with a Rangefinder - Sponsored by Leica 
Have you been photographing for a long time, but feel stagnant in your personal love 
for photography? Is your gear becoming more of a chore, than a love? Have you been 
shooting a long time for other people… but want to shoot for yourself? Discover the Leica 
M rangefinder and Leica Q. Leica Akademie Instructor Philip Cuenco will take participants 
through the thought processes of accepting and incorporating the M and Q into your 
current way of seeing to ignite and expand your visual voice. Philip will cover “zone 
focusing”, encouraging students to learn their distance and shoot with the “other eye” 
open, slow down, and compose the shot for “the decisive moment”. Philip will then lead 
the group through FT to discreetly capture the essence and story of YFT through the lens 
of a Leica.
This experience is designed to inspire your perspective and influence the way you shoot 
DSLRs.

roger ellsworth Darkroom
Every day the world becomes more and more digital. Well screw that. Film is beautiful, so 
let’s learn how to develop our own. Come into the dark room and see the light!



ruthie lindsey Discovering Beauty Through Pain
Listen to Ruthie share her story of finding beauty and hope in the midst of brokenness 
and pain. Hear how she went from living most of her twenties in bed, to a full and rich life 
with a successful career. See how she learned to use her pain in a way that makes her art 
more meaningful and powerful. 

ryan Muirhead The Upside Down 
Examine the classic questions about photography from the opposite angle. What makes a 
photo a success? What gives work longevity? What am I doing with my life?!? Come talk 
about it. 

ryan Muirhead Live Shoot
Sponsored by PicTime 
Slowing down and staying present. Learning to focus on the person and the experience, 
not the photo. Bring your cameras and come prepared to shoot! 

shelby Meade Marketing: How to Embrace the Hustle 
The hustle is real and if you want to make this your career you need to gracefully 
navigate the ever changing landscape.  Together we will share ways to market your 
business and how to be a good human who connects other creatives to elevate your 
community. Snacks will be provided. Do the Hustle! 

sony Early Morning Live Shoot
Saturday morning, as the sun is rising over the majestic mountains, join Sony for a live 
shoot. Breakfast and gear will be provided! 

summer Murdock What if?
Creating is part of being human, but it’s not easy to stay inspired and continuously 
churn out photography work we love. Discuss how to consistently create new work that 
is personally meaningful. You don’t have to walk around feeling “on fire” to do it, only 
curious.  Learn how powerful the question “what if” can be in your life and art. It can 
minimize creative ruts and lead you down those unexpected paths — paths which you 
didn’t know you needed to walk. 

theresa Christine Writing Amazing Content People Actually Care About
Your work was rejected from yet another publication. You’ve had zero new clients reach 
out to you via your website. Oh, and nobody liked your Instagram photo. It’s not you! It’s 
your writing.
Amazing content puts the spark from your creative life into words while also speaking on 
a personal level to your audience. This means the difference between the trash folder or 
the reply button, new clients or no clients, and double tapping or continuing to scroll.
You’ll discover how to identify and reach your ideal client as well as showcase your 
personality through written word. Complete with useful advice and illuminating case 
studies, you’ll leave with inspiration and information to tell your story in a more complete 
way. 



thierry Joubert Dare to be Yourself...
As Thierry likes to say ” Being different is just being yourself ...”
You must dare to be yourself. You must dare to do everything possible to get there.
The road will be long and winding , but you have the time to follow an artistic path. 

tyler Mongan Mind Lab, Future Lab, 
Okay, okay, stop the past. Hold on for the future! Mind Lab: Hack Your Goals and Future! 
Learn the latest in Quantum Physics, Neuroscience and Heart-Mind Communication 
research to hack your future.  The Mind Lab has been hosted in over 20 cities globally.  
Increase your clarity about your goals, get more energy to accomplish your goals, more 
confidence about your future, and new insights into what you really want to accomplish.  
By the end of the Mind Lab you will have a clear timeline for the next three months of 
your life or business and practical strategies to make your ideas real, quickly. 

Victoria Wright A Field Guide for the Disorganized Photographer - Sponsored by Fuji Film
Time is our most valuable resource. As creatives, we are constantly trying to juggle 
editing/screen time and being out on the field (and the million other things on our list!). 
You will leave this class with a foolproof plan — from photo management and painless 
back-ups, to streamlining social media and client interactions, getting your ducks in a row 
is an investment in your future self, and will make you more efficient. Victoria will show 
you the benefits of creating a routine and comprehensive workflow — including tips from 
her experiences with the FUJIFILM X Series system — allowing you to be more present 
and spend less time in front of a screen. 

We are the parsons Life is Magic. Death is Magic. 
When we quit social media and pulled our heads out of our asses, we entered an 
alternate universe where reality, truth, and relationship won out every single time . We 
gave up on the wedding photography hamster wheel of being “followed” and “liked”, 
abandoned the “one hit wonder” poses and the self-involved search for “the why.” There’s 
something better and more original out there waiting for you and the stories you tell . It’s 
a matter of life and death and not for the faint of heart . But it will set you, your images, 
and your work free . If you let it . 

White in revery Color Grading for Filmmakers 
Every creative person deals in color. Writers express it, musicians can hear it, and visual 
artists... visualize it! For filmmakers, color can completely redefine a work. Don’t turn up 
the wrong highlights, come learn how to get more from your colors. White in Revery 
Color Grading for Filmmakers Every creative person deals in color. Writers express it, 
musicians can hear it, and visual artists... visualize it! For filmmakers, color can completely 
redefine a work. Don’t turn up the wrong highlights, come learn how to get more from 
your colors. 

White in revery Filmmaking: Story and Technique 
Let’s dive deep into the process of storytelling through filmmaking. We’ll cover technique 
and piecing together a compelling edit. This class is structured for filmmakers that have 
experience with weddings. 



Yan palmer Life Change + Art 
“We’re all going to die anyway” and other mind games to make you the most successful 
in your field at LOVING what you do. Have you always suspected that power = illusion 
and imperfection = beauty? Learn to live love by holding such paradoxes. Learn to 
improve your “results,” exponentially by letting go of them for good. This presentation is 
rated pg-13 and may involve awkward cussing and the mention of how all human beings 
are created, by which we mean sssssex. 

Zack post Intro to Illustrator! 
Explore the amazing program called Adobe Illustrator.  Are you new to Illustrator? This 
is for you! Learn the most commonly used tools to make a wide range of projects from 
basic shapes to creating gig posters. This is a must attend for anyone trying to break into 
graphic design.

/ / / 

panel: Bar napkin Brainstorm
It’s that great scene from your favorite movie - the down-and-out heroes meet in a bar 
to drown their misery. They commiserate, sulk, and talk about where it all went wrong… 
but then in a moment of clarity, their salvation comes to them in the form of a fledgling 
idea. They spend the rest of the night furiously scribbling notes on napkins, coasters, and 
whatever is available. They have it! The master plan! If you’re struggling to put together 
that nebulous idea in your head, if you’re wondering how they make it look so easy in the 
movies… Well, it really isn’t unattainable. All you need is Bar Napkin Brainstorm (patent 
pending)! Come get together with your peers and total strangers as we speed date our 
way through each other’s problem projects and logistical nightmares. The results will be 
dreamy. Trust. 

panel: environmental advocacy
with Chris Burkard, Ben Moon, Elliott Ross

panel: Community Building
with Ellen Bennett, Tyler Wells, Baily Hancock, Karen Kimmel, Elizabeth Antonia and Jeni 
Britton Bauer














